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The camBLOCK remote head and track is a modular system that brings advanced 
motion control functionality into the field.  This super light-weight system is ideal for 
travelling to remote locations to shoot real-time  repeatable moves, sophisticated 
time-lapse, high resolution photography, stop-motion, and more.  The advanced 
software allows for control over every possible time-lapse setting including the ability 
to shoot multiple time-lapse sequences simultaneously, making the most of your 
location time.

camBLOCK Features

• Modular and scalable • Configurable with 4' to 8' of straight track 
• Familiar time-line/keyframe interface • Unique multi-time lapse capability
• Compatible with small video cameras/DSLR's • Compact and portable, full sys. 2 cases
• Stop-motion animation • Run at any speed



The Carbon Head is a light-weight, sturdy, digital two axis, wireless remote head.  It 
features a digital closed-loop servo system with electronic gearing and a simple 
touch screen display.  The slip rings assembly delivers power, data, two video chan-
nels and signal connections to the camera.  The wireless function has a range of 
1500ʼ (450m) indoors and 7 miles (11km) outdoors (line of sight) via a 900MHz 

digital spread-spectrum radio system without the need for external receivers or driver boxes.
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Carbon Head Quick Specs

Head Weight 21kg     46lbs    Length
Capacity 38.5kg  85lbs Overslung 76cm 30" 81cm 32"
Max Pan/Tilt Speed 90/sec. Underslung 81cm 32" 89cm 35"
Power Requirements 24V Width - - 46cm 18"

*dependent on camera balance

Minimum* Maximum*



WFW is pleased to present the Cineflex V14 HD.  It is a five-axis, gyro-stabilized, 
“state of the art” high definition aerial camera system that sets new standards for HD 
aerial cinematography.   The Cineflex V14 HD was designed around the Sony HDC-
T1500 or HDC-F950 block extensions and five high quality lenses.  Although the 
typical production lens used is the Fujinon HA 42 x 9.7 or Canon HJ 40 x 10.

The Cineflex system is capable of stabilizing the entire zoom range of the typical production lens with pin point 
accuracy, while the Sony cameras deliver stunning 4:4:4 uncompressed or 4:2:2 high definition video.  For 
convenience, the HD video can be output via HD SDI to virtually any record deck to match your ground based 
production format.  The operator desk features a wide range of head adjustments and complete camera 
controls with the incorporated Sony RM-B750 LCD touch-screen panel, including iris, focus, and zoom.  The 
system is available with helicopter mounts for the A/Twin Star, or Jet/Long Ranger helicopters.    
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Cineflex V14 HD Features

•  Sony HDC-950 or HDC-1500 
•  Fujinon HA 42x9.7 or 
    Canon HJ 40 x 10 (wide lens av)
•  Record to virtually any deck to      
    match production format 
•  Outputs 4:4:4 or 4:2:2 video
• Frame rates: 1080/50i, 60i, 30P,   
 25P, 24P, 720/60P, 50P
•  Integrated RM-B750 control panel
•  A/Twin Star or Jet/Long Ranger    
    helicopter mounts available
•  Automatic horizon/Manual roll

Cineflex V14 HD Quick Specs

•  5-axis gyro-stabilized
•  360° continuous pan
•  +20° to -195° tilt coverage
•  +/- 45° roll
•  65-74 lbs - depending on lens
•  Operating temp. -20° to + 45° C



The Mega III is a light-weight, highly rigid, three-axis digital remote head.  It is 
capable of accepting the vast majority of film and HD cameras.  With sliprings in all 
three axis the Mega III can swiftly maneuver a 35mm camera with a large zoom lens 
without the restriction of snagging loose wires.  Arriflex, Panaflex, and 16mm Arri 
cameras are rigged in a nodal position for perfect “corkscrew” rolls.  An intuitive 

touch screen display allows the operator to adjust the speed, dampening, end stops, soft stops, recording, 
playback, and more.  The Mega III boasts one of the finest operational feel, assisted by zero-backlash 
gearboxes and encoders that check their position 300 times/sec to ensure the utmost accuracy.
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Mega III Features  

• Precise digital control 
• Independent soft stops for each axis
• Course & fine positional indicator for   
  operator
• Sliprings in each axis
• Arri 435 to 150fps through system 
• Adjustable wheel response
• Simple touch-screen control
• Record/playback facilities
• User-settable playback speed            

Mega III Quick Specs

Weight  35kg (75lbs)
Max Pan/Tilt/Roll Speed 180°/sec
Encoder Counts/Rev    Pan/Tilt 1mil.               

Roll 570,000
Camera Movement      Three wheels
Input/Display System      Touchscreen + EL

Display
Record Time Standard: 52 sec

Extended: 100 sec
Power Requirements 20-32 VDC

90-240 VAC
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The Mini Scorpio is a light-weight remote head that can carry a large payload.  It is 
a two axis digital system with programmable limits, dampened stops and positional 
read-outs.  The Mini Scorpio can handle any camera package including heavy 3d 
packages with the extender kit installed.  It is extremely durable, sealed for any 
environment and is very quick to set up.   

MINI SCORPIO
REMOTE HEADS

Mini Scorpio Quick Specs

Head Weight 16.7kg   37lbs Length
Max Camera Payload 45kg      99lbs Overslung 45cm 18" 76cm 30"
Max Pan/Tilt Speed 120/sec. Underslung 61cm 24" 91cm 36"
Power Requirements 24-35VDC Width 16cm 6 " 52cm 20 "

Minimum Maximum
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The Mo-Sys repeatable track system adds a linear axis to the two or three axis 
Mo-Sys remote head.  The track acts as an independent axis that can be re-recorded 
without affecting the other recorded axis and lens controls.  Additionally, the track 
system can be operated by a third hand wheel or manually pushed like a classic 
dolly.  The track system makes the Mo-Sys much more versatile as a motion repeat-
able system and requires much less set up time compared to larger motion control 
units.  

MOTION REPEATABLE MO-SYS W/TRACK
REMOTE HEADS

Mo-Sys Repeatable Track System Features

•   Easy to use interface
•   Frame-accurate motion control tailored for film making
•   Multiple axes recording; Pan, Tilt, Track, Focus, Iris and Zoom
•   Moves saved to a laptop for future use
•   Stable memory even if power fails
•   Easily transportable
•   Uses standard dolly track
•   Time lapse and animation modes
•   Design or export moves to Maya and other 3D programs
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The Mo-Sys Lambda remote head is available as either a two or three axis digital 
head with precision controls and zero-backlash mechanics.  Quick set up time, ease 
of use and versatility make this remote head a perfect addition to any crane or dolly.  
The Mo-Sys Lambda has a touch screen interface for adjustment of speed, feather-
ing, +/- set points, recording, playback and much more.  The Mo-Sys features a 

repeatable pan, tilt, (roll) and optional focus, iris, and zoom functions.  Each repeatable function can be 
recorded as an individual axis and re-recorded without recapturing the entire shot.  Multiple shots can be 
outputted to a laptop for future transfer to Maya or uploaded to the Mo-Sys interface for replay at a later 
date or location.     

MO-SYS
REMOTE HEADS

Mo-Sys Quick Specs

Head Weight(2 axis) 26kg   58lbs Length
Head Weight(3 axis) 31kg   67lbs Overslung 56cm 22'  75cm 29 "
Capacity 30kg   66lbs Underslung 68cm 26 " 88cm 34 "
Max Pan Speed 180/sec. Width(2 axis) - - 55cm 21 "
Power Requirements 15-30V Width(3 axis) - - 62cm 24 "

Minimum Maximum
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The Newman Airhead is the “go-to” solution for hand held shooting.  The Newman 
airbag system enables an operator to make a hand held look using the smallest to 
largest camera packages without a bungee system or a long day of shoulder work.  
Thereʼs no need to strip down your camera package for hand held applications, just 
drop your camera onto the supplied Ronford-Baker quick release, adjust the airbag 
as required and shoot. 

NEWMAN AIRHEAD
REMOTE HEADS

Newman Airhead Features

•very neat, tidy aesthetics, unlike the cumbersome "bungee-cam" rig
•easy, straightforward "change over" time, from other heads or configurations
•"hand-held" ability at difficult heights, or difficult locations, such as a stairwell, or in a tight corner
•dolly mounted - "jib" smoothly through the action, without sacrificing the operator's knees
•the confidence to walk away knowing your camera will remain just as you leave it
•the ability to make mag, tape, disc or card changes as simple as can be
•opening frames which are the same from take to take, maintaining all focal lengths and marks
•relief from the exhausting process of a hand held project using even the heaviest cameras and  
 configurations
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The Power Pod Lite is the Power Pod Classic; a sturdy, reliable two axis analogue 
remote head which has been packaged for quick, simple operation.  The Power Pod 
Lite was designed as a tech-less system that replaces the need for Hot Gears with 
additional functionality found in a remote head.  A three motor wireless lens control 
kit (Preston), monitors, operator cart, etc is available and can be rented separately 

as required. Three operating options are available for the Power Pod Lite: Standard wheels, pan bar 
(similar to a fluid head) or joystick.  The Power Pod Lite can also be adapted with a roll axis (A axis) 
controlled with either a wheel or Preston microforce.

POWER POD LITE
REMOTE HEADS

Power Pod Lite Quick Specs

Dimensions
  Length-Overslung 19"-31" 48-79cm
  Length-Underslung 25"-37" 64-94cm
  Width 19" 48cm
  Depth 12" 30cm
Weight 64-68lbs 29-31kg
Max. Payload 120lbs 54kg
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The Nettmann Stab C/Gyron FS is a gyro-stabilized, three axis remote head.  It is 
capable of fully stabilizing a standard 25-500mm lens.  This extremely versatile 
remote head has been used on cranes, camera cars, articulating arms, boats, 
helicopters, and wireless on cable systems and descenders.  The Nettmann Stab C 
can be mounted with almost any camera system, from the new variety of HD cam-
eras, dual camera/3D rigs, large format IMAX cameras and everything in between.

STAB C/GYRON FS
REMOTE HEADS

Stab C/Gyron FS Quick Specs

Gyro Stabilization Five Axis high bandwidth full stabilization
Operational Ranges Pan 360°

Tilt123° 60°/sec.
Roll+/- 50° max; Steerable or Auto Level 60°/sec

System Orientation Hanging or Sitting
Max Lens Stabilized 25-500mm Film Lens (Standard)
Environmental -35° C to 50° C (-30° F to 120° F)
Max Payload Weight 55kgs (130lbs)
Flight Speed 70 knots
Power Requirements 24-28 VDC (85W standby, 420 watts dynamic max)
Target Tracking Automatic
Back Pan Correction Automatic/Selectable
Operator Controls Wheels or Joystick
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The Scorpio Stabilized remote head is an industry leader manufactured by Spainʼs 
Service Vision.  It is capable of stabilizing an effective lens length of 300mm in 
35mm format and can handle nearly any camera package up to 100lbs. The Scorpio 
is a digital system; has programmable limits, damping and speed adjustment for all 
axes.  The Scorpio makes for a perfect camera platform for telescopic or fixed 

length cranes, camera cars, boats and cable cam applications.  Panbar or joystick operation and wireless 
capability accessories are available upon request.

STABILIZED SCORPIO
REMOTE HEADS

Scorpio Stabilized Quick Specs

Gyro Stabilization Four Axis w/90° down pan capabilities
Operational Ranges Pan/Tilt 360° at 120°/sec.

Roll+/- 30° max; Steerable or Auto Level 60°/sec
System Orientation Hanging or Sitting
Max Lens Stabilized Effective to 300mm focal length in 35mm format
Head Weight 41kg (90lbs)
Max Payload Weight 45kg (100lbs)
Back Pan Correction Automatic/Selectable
Wireless Capable of 400m line of sight
Min. Size Underslung 410mm x 866mm x 624mm

16 9/64" x 34 1/8" x 24 9/16"
Min. Size Overslung 410mm x 711mm x 624mm

16 9/64" x 28" x 24 9/16"
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The Tyler Minigyro Camera Stabilizer is breaking new ground by offering high 
quality stabilized shots for the budget conscious production.  The Minigyro system is 
suitable for any camera under 40lbs and can be used in a multitude of ways. It is 
ideal for a variety of shooting platforms: helicopters, motorcycles, ATVʼs, camera 
cars, fixed wing aircraft and more.  It is extremely portable, powers of any 24V 
battery and is nearly ready out of the box, requiring only 20 minutes spin up time.

TYLER MINIGYRO
REMOTE HEADS

Tyler Minigyro Features

•Suitable for run and gun sytle shooting
•Easy to transport and set up
•No FAA aproval needed
•No helicopter modifications
•Can be used in most R44, Bell, Euro-  
 copters, cars, motorcycles, ATVʼs,    
boats, and fixed-wing aircraft
•Will handle camera packages up to 40lbs
•Suited for Red, Sony 900, and all film,   
camcorders and still cameras
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The Tyler Nose Mount is a single axis (tilt) helicopter camera system that delivers a 
flight of the helicopter point-of-view.  The tilt axis has a 200° range while the pan is 
dependent upon the helicopter position.  The nose mount can be mounted on various 
Bell 206 or A Star model helicopters and can carry up to a 39lbs (17kg) camera 
package. Terrific for approach, reveal, chase scenes and direct fly-overs.

The Tyler Middle Mount is a three axis camera system with gyro assist through the use of three Ken-Lab 
passive gyros.  The operator uses the eyepiece for viewing while seated in the door frame on either side of 
various Bell 206 or A Star model helicopters.  There is 100° of pan, tilt and roll for operating up to a 60lbs 
(27kg) camera package.

TYLER NOSE AND MIDDLE MOUNTS
REMOTE HEADS
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The Weaver Steadman is a light-weight modular fluid head system.  It can be built in 
two or three axis mode and is capable of balancing a loaded digital camera with a 
24-290mm lens.  Set friendly, the Weaver Steadman head is easily adjustable with 
one allen key (supplied) and quick release pins.  This is an ideal, manually operated 
head for a jib arm.

WEAVER STEADMAN
REMOTE HEADS
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The GF 8 is a rigid, modular crane arm.  It is light-weight in design and easily 
assembled through the use of interchangable sections and identical rods (non numeri-
cal).  It is ride-able to 19ʼ10” (6.1m) with one person and can carry a 110lbs (50kg) 
remote package at 26ʼ2” (8m).

GF 8 Quick Specs
 

Ratio Riders
Version 1 8'3" 2.5m 10'10" 3.3m 550lbs 250kg 503lbs 229kg 1.1:1 +2
Version 2 11'5" 3.5m 13'5" 4.1m 550lbs 250kg 556lbs 253kg 1.8:1 +2
Version 3 13'1" 4.0m 14'10" 4.5m 475lbs 216kg 569lbs 259kg 2.2:1 +2
Version 4 16'4" 5.0m 17'6" 5.3m 330lbs 150kg 596lbs 271kg 3.2:1 +1
Version 5 18' 5.5m 18'10" 5.8m 281lbs 128kg 609lbs 277kg 3.8:1 +1
Version 6 21'8" 6.6m 21'1" 6.8m 176lbs 80kg 613lbs 279kg 5.3:1 -
Version 7 23'4" 7.1m 23'5" 7.1m 176lbs 80kg 629lbs 286kg 6:1 -
Version 8 26'6" 8.1m 26'2" 8.0m 110lbs 50kg 653lbs 297kg 9.6:1 -
Version 9 8'3" 2.5m 11'10" 3.6m 550lbs 250kg 528lbs 240kg 1.1:1 +2
Version 10 11'5" 3.5m 14'5" 4.4m 550lbs 250kg 580lbs 264kg 1.8:1 +2
Version 11 13'1" 4.0m 15'10" 4.8m 475lbs 216kg 594lbs 270kg 2.2:1 +2
Version 12 16'4" 5.0m 18'6" 5.6m 330lbs 150kg 620lbs 282kg 3.2:1 +1
Version 13 18' 5.5m 19'10" 6.1m 281lbs 128kg 633lbs 288kg 3.8:1 +1
Version 14 21'8" 6.6m 23'1" 7.1m 176lbs 80kg 638lbs 290kg 5.3:1 -
Version 15 23'4" 7.1m 24'5" 7.5m 176lbs 80kg 653lbs 297kg 6:1 -
Version 16 26'6" 8.1m 27'2" 8.3m 110lbs 560kg 677lbs 268kg 9.6:1 -
Version 17 27'5" 8.4m 27'10" 8.5m 110lbs 50kg 701lbs 319kg 8.4:1 -
Version 18 30'8" 9.4m 30'6" 9.3m 110lbs 50kg 801lbs 330kg 10:1 -

Arm Reach Max. Height Max. Payload Weight(unloaded)
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The Giraffe cranes are renowned for their sturdiness, versatility and ease of use.  All 
three Giraffes are modular in length and can be quickly built into their various 
modes.  The Compact is light and nimble for its maximum length and payload.  It can 
be used on standard dolly track and makes an ideal crane arm at 16ʼ on the WFW 
Camera Car.  The Classic and Long Ranger are both single or dual ride-able and 
have maximum lengths of 31ʼ6” and 41ʼ4” respectively.

Giraffe Crane Quick Specs

Giraffe-
Compact 8'0" 2.4m 22'9" 4.7m 22'9" 6.9m 22'6" 6.7m

Classic 7'10"2 2.3m2 11'2 3.4m2 16'6"2 5.1m2 21'10"1 6.7m1 31'6" 9.5m 29'0" 8.6m

Long Ranger 13'5"2 4.1m2 26'6"2 6.2m2 26'6"1 8.2m1 34'0" 10.5m 41'4" 12.7m 42'0" 12.5m

1Max length for single rider or 350lbs (160kg).2Max length for two riders or 500lbs (225kg)
Max Height is approximate height to leveling head, crane pan direction may affect height

Mode Lengths-Fulcrum to Leveling Head
Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3 Mode 4 Mode 5 Max. Height
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The Mini Scorpio 23 crane has a number of features that puts it in a league of its own.  
The Mini Scoprio 23 crane has an automatic arc compensator in both horizontal and 
vertical axis, programmable limits on the telescopic movement, repeatable arm articu-
lation, adjustable dampening, motorized weight tray and a variety of positional data 
for the operator or VFX team to name a few.  Besides the electronic advantages of the 

Mini Scorpio 23 crane, it features the longest articulating arm that can be wheeled through a typical 34”x7ʼ 
door and is adjustable to fit standard; 62cm, 88cm, and 1m track.  WFW has a wide range of stabilized and 
standard two and three axis remote heads, ideal for use with the Mini Scorpio 23 crane.  

Scorpio 23 Quick Specs

Max. Leveling Head Height 23'
Max. overall length 29'5"
Max. reach from fulcrum 23'
Min. overall length 11'
Min. reach from fulcrum 5'
Telescopic travel 18'5"
Telescope speed 1.5m/s
Length of base 5'6"-6'2"
Width of base 2'11"-5'6"
Max. height at fulcrum 7'6"
Min. height at fulcrum 6'6"
Fulcrum Vertical Travel 12"
Weight (w/o head or c.w.) 1100lbs
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The Scorpio 30+7 is one of the most versatile cranes on the market today.  The Scorpio 
30+7 crane has an automatic arc compensator in both horizontal and vertical axis, 
programmable limits on the telescopic movement, repeatable arm articulation, adjust-
able dampening and a variety of positional data for the operator or VFX team to name 
a few.  Besides the electronic advantages of the Scorpio 30+7 crane, it can be used in 

itʼs standard 30ʼ configuration or, without changing the minimum size of the crane, a optional 7ʼ extension 
can be added.  WFW has a wide range of stabilized and standard two and three axis remote heads, ideal 
for use with the Scorpio 30+7 crane.  

Scorpio 30'+7 Quick Specs

Max. Leveling Head Height 26'(30), 31'(37)*
Max. overall length 38'(30), 45'(37)*
Max. reach from fulcrum 23'(30), 30'(37)*
Min. overall length 15'(30), 22'(37)*
Min. reach from fulcrum 8'(30), 15'(37)*
Telescopic travel 21'(30), 27'(37)*
Telescope speed 1.5m/s
Length of base 5'2"
Width of base 4'5"
Max. height at fulcrum 8'6"
Min. height at fulcrum 6'6"
Fulcrum Vertical Travel 2'
Weight (w/o head or c.w.) 1500lbs

* (30) is typical usuage length, (37) reps dims with 7' extension installed.

 Max payload reduced to 100lbs with 7' ext.
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The “award-winning” Super Techno Crane set the standard for articulating cranes 
and is the system by which all others are measured.  The Super Techno 22 is a 
sought after articulating crane because of itʼs telescopic range and incredible versa-
tility.  Whites has a wide range of stabilized and standard two and three axis remote 
heads, ideal for use with the Super Techno 22.  The Whites Super Techno 22 has an 
integrated Super Techno Speed Box, making it the fastest, smoothest articulating 
crane available.  

Super Techno 22 Quick Specs

Max. Leveling Head Height 23'4"
Max. overall length 29'9"
Max. reach from fulcrum 22'4"
Min. overall length 12'8"
Min. reach from fulcrum 5'3"
Telescopic travel 17'2"
Telescope speed 1.9m/sec
Length of base 5'5"
Width of base 4'11"
Max. height at fulcrum 8'5"
Min. height at fulcrum 6'11"
Fulcrum Vertical Travel 1'6"
Weight (w/o head or c.w.) 1160lbs
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The award winning Super Techno Crane set the standard for articulating cranes and 
is the system by which all others are measured.  The Super Techno 30 is a sought 
after articulating crane because of itʼs telescopic range and incredible versatility.  
WFW has a wide range of stabilized and standard two and three axis remote heads, 
ideal for use with the Super Techno 30.  The WFW Super Techno 30 has an 

integrated Super Techno Speed Box, making it the fastest, smoothest articulating crane available.  In addti-
tion, WFW has a purpose-built rain cover for rain tower applications and a total of 65ʼ of track, standard 
with the package.

Super Techno 30 Quick Specs

Max. Leveling Head Height 31'6"
Max. overall length 39'2"
Max. reach from fulcrum 31'4"
Min. overall length 16'7"
Min. reach from fulcrum 8'8"
Telescopic travel 22'8"
Telescope speed 2.8m/sec
Length of base 5'5"
Width of base 4'11"
Max. height at fulcrum 8'5"
Min. height at fulcrum 6'11"
Fulcrum Vertical Travel 1'6"
Weight (w/o head or c.w.) 1220lbs
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The award winning Super Techno Crane sets the standard for articulating cranes and 
is the system by which all others are measured.  The Super Techno 50 is incredibly 
versatile and can carry a camera at great heights while still compact enough to get 
through a typical 7ʼ door.  WFW has a wide range of stabilized and standard two 
and three axis remote heads, ideal for use with the Super Techno 50.  WFW has a 
purpose-built rain cover for rain tower applications and 65ʼ of track which affords a 
total end to end shooting range up to 160ʼ!

Super Techno 50 Specs

Max. Leveling Head Height 51'6"
Max. overall length 60'6"
Max. reach from fulcrum 48'5"
Min. overall length 23'2"
Min. reach from fulcrum 11'
Telescopic travel 37'5"
Telescope speed 2 m/sec
Length of base 8'
Width of base 6'5"
Max. height at fulcrum 11'11"
Min. height at fulcrum 6'10"
Fulcrum Vertical Travel 5'1"
Weight (w/o head or c.w.) 3800lbs
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The TechnoDolly represents the next generation in articulating cranes.  The 
TechnoDolly is a fully repeatable 15ʼ SuperTechno with unparalleled flexibility and 
versatility.  The system can repeat and output the encoded pan, tilt, track, elevation, 
focus, iris and zoom data to an industry standard format as well as import a 
(Maya/3ds Max) .fbx file for playback.  You can build moves through simple 

keyframing or standard wheels operating mode. Advanced options include disengaging the pan/tilt motors 
for a free-form hand held shot or record a push-to-teach tracking shot on the included 60ʼ of track.  The 
TechnoDolly continues to evolve, contact WFW for more information.

TechnoDolly Specs

Max. lens height 4,69 m 15' 4"
Min. length from center to front 0,71 m 2' 3"
Max. length from center to front 3,83 m 12' 6"
Max. telescopic travel 3,12 m 10' 2"
Length from center to back 1,82 m 5' 11"
Min. overall length 2,85 m 9' 4"
Max. overall length 5,95 m 19' 6"
Door clearence wide 0,78 m 2' 6"
Door clearence high 2,03 m 6' 7"

4' 3" x 3' 11"Foot-print                                    1.32 x 1.2m

TechnoDolly Weights

Crane 570 kg 1255 lbs
Counterweights 274 kg 604 lbs
2 Axis head (with 25 kg kamera) 40 kg 88 lbs
TECHNODOLLY (incl. 25 kg camera) 884 kg 1948 lbs
One track 40 kg 88 lbs

TechnoDolly Features 
 
• Quick set-up time 
• Extremely versatile, actor driven motion repeatable 
• Multi-axis repeatable (dolly, crane, articulation, full lens function) 
• Cost efficient (use as standard 15’ ST when not in use for moco) 
• Small arm with a large shooting area; 15’ high, 25’ wide, 80’ long 
• Super quiet operation, ideal for sound 
• Very precise, better then +/- 0.2mm 
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The Whites Mobile Crane Base is an ideal vehicle to move our 50ʼ Supertechno or any 
of the Whites articulating cranes just about anywhere.  It has non-marking tires and is 
ready for both indoor or outdoor applications with itʼs dual fuel capabilities.  The 
Mobile Base also has dual steering axles for a tight 12ʼ turning radius.

Mobile Crane Base Features

• 7'4" wide, 14'4" long
• 12' turning radius
• dual fuel, propane and gas
• non-marking tires
• 50' ST crane base standard
• dual axis turning
• suits any Whites articulating crane
• fore and aft 17,500lbs winches 
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JIB ARMS

The Advanta-jib is a light-weight “all in one” jib arm.  It is very quick to assemble on 
a standard set of tripod legs with an optional wheeled base for use on dolly track.  It 
is designed for smaller, new generation HD/SD video cameras.  The Advanta-jib has 
incorporated a hydraulic tilt and cable driven pan control without the complexity of 
a remote head.  Simple, one person operation make this jib a favourite in the docu-
mentary world.

Advanta-jib Quick Specs

Maximum height 13' 4.0m
Maximum length from fulcrum 9'4" 2.8m
Fulcrum to weight bucket 2'9" 0.84m
Traveling weight (in cases) 290lbs 132kg
Maximum payload 35lbs 16kg
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JIB ARMS

The Aerocrane has been proven to be one of the most versatile, variable length jib 
arms.  The Aerocrane can be built to a length of 9ʼ6” in one foot increments and 
reaches a height of 7ʼ10” above its base.  It is able to carry a remote head and full  
camera package (140lbs), over or underslung at a length of 8ʼ5”.  This jib arm can 
be mounted on a variety of dollies including the Magnum, Hot Dog w/euro-mount, 
Chapman Hybrid centre mount, and Fisher 9,10, or 11 with a centre mount. 

Aerocrane Quick Specs

        
   
1 11’3” 343 cm 7”10” 238 cm 9’6” 290 cm 6’2” 188 cm 14’7” 445 cm 88lbs 40kg
2 10’6” 320 cm 7’ 1” 216 cm 8’6” 259 cm 5’5” 165 cm 14’7” 445 cm *140lbs 64kg
3 10’6” 320 cm 7’ 1” 216 cm 8’6” 259 cm 5’5" 165 cm 13’8” 417 cm 112lbs 51kg
4 9’9” 297 cm 6’4" 193 cm 8’6” 228 cm 3’9” 114 cm 14’7” 445 cm 160lbs 73kg
5 9’9” 297 cm 6’4" 193 cm 8’6” 228 cm 3’9” 114 cm 12’6” 381 cm 135lbs 61kg
6 9’0” 274 cm 5’7” 170 cm 6’6” 198 cm 2’11” 89 cm 14’7” 445 cm 160lbs 61kg
7 9’0” 274 cm 5’7” 170 cm 6’6” 198 cm 2’11” 89 cm 12’7” 383 cm 160lbs 61kg
8 8’3” 252 cm 4’10” 147 cm 5’6” 168 cm 2’3" 69 cm 10’7” 323 cm 160lbs 61kg
9 8’3” 252 cm 4’10” 147 cm 5’6" 168 cm 2’3” 69 cm 8’7” 262 cm 160lbs 61kg
10 7’5” 226 cm 4’1” 125 cm 4’6” 137 cm 1’6” 46 cm 10’7” 323 cm 160lbs 61kg
11 7’5” 226 cm 4’1” 125 cm 4’6” 137 cm 1’6” 46 cm 8’7” 262 cm 160lbs 61kg
12 7’5” 226 cm 4’1” 125 cm 4’6” 137 cm 1’6” 46 cm 7’8” 234 cm 135lbs 61kg
*Maximum Reach w/Remote Head 

Max. PayloadDog Base (41") Above Base Reach
Height Incl. Hot Height

Drop Down Length
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JIB ARMS

The CG 10 is a light-weight jib arm that has been designed for maximum rigidity and 
ease of use.  The quick-release boom sections allow for speedy set-ups, a variety of 
boom lengths and convenient transportation.  This jib arm fits standard tripods, bazoo-
kas or dollies.  It has an over and under-slung Mitchell plate as well as 100mm and 
150mm bowl adaptors.  Standard barbell weights can be used for counter-weights.

The Meerkat is a mini jib for a full complement camera,zoom lens and mattebox.  It has been designed with 
maximum rigidity and optimum action for its size and weight.  Making use of a quick action sliding counter 
weight arm makes for quick set-ups, which when retracted makes for easy transportation in a car trunk.  This 
jib arm fits on top of standard heavy tripods, bazookas, dollies or tracking vehicles and accepts any conven-
tional or nodal fluid head.  These can be mounted in either upright or inverted mode to the 150mm bowl or 
Mitchell plate front offset fitting.

Meerkat Quick Specs

Full Meerkat length when retracted 4.8ft
Full Meerkat length when extended 9.6ft
Maximum reach from fulcrum 4.7ft
Maximum height from base mount 5ft
Maximum payload retracted 40lbs
Maximum payload extended 100lbs
Total arm Weight 40lbs

 CG 10 Quick Specs  

Length Payload
Mode 1  4ft 100lbs 
Mode 2 7ft 98lbs
Mode 3 8ft 83lbs
Mode 4 10ft 44lbs

3.75ft
3.75ft

Fulcrum to
Counter Weight

3.3ft
3.75ft
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JIB ARMS

The Fisher 20 jib arm has a reach of 4ʼ6” (1.4m) and only weighs 127lbs (58kg) 
unladen.  A height of 8ʼ3” (2.5m) can be achieved with the center mount which is 
required for payloads over 100lbs (45kg).  This jib is suitable for any of the Fisher 
dollies, on the beam, with a payload up to 100lbs (45kg) (Fisher 11 always requires 
center mount).  

Fisher 20 Quick Specs

Reach 4'6" 1.4m • Ultra smooth pan and tilt
Max Height (10 w/cntr mnt) 8'3" 2.5m • Quick set up
Weight (unladen) 127lbs 58kg
Max Payload* 184lbs 83kg
* for payloads over 100lbs the Fisher centre mount is required
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JIB ARMS

The Fisher 21 jib arm has a reach of 5ʼ10” (1.8m) and only weighs 134bs (61kg) 
unladen.  A height of 9ʼ4” (2.8m) can be achieved with the center mount which is 
required for payloads over 100lbs (45kg).  This jib is suitable for any of the Fisher 
dollies, on the beam, with a payload up to 100lbs (45kg) (Fisher 11 always requires 
center mount).  

Fisher 21 Quick Specs

Reach 5'10" 1.8m • Ultra smooth pan and tilt
Max Height (10 w/cntr mnt) 9'4" 2.8m • Quick set up
Weight (unladen) 134lbs 61kg • Adjustable drag pan & tllt
Max Payload* 164lbs 74kg • Weather proof
* for payloads over 100lbs the Fisher centre mount is required
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JIB ARMS

The Fisher 22 jib arm has a reach of 8ʼ6” (2.6m) and acheives a maximum height of 
11ʼ5” (3.5m).  The Fisher 22 can be set up quickly and easily, weighing only 161lbs 
(73kg) unladen.  Suitable for any of the Fisher dollies with the Fisher centre mount.

Fisher 22 Quick Specs

Reach 8'6" 2.6m • Ultra smooth pan and tilt
Max Height (w/cntr mnt) 11'5" 3.5m • Quick set up
Weighs 161lbs 73kg
Max Payload 175lbs 80kg
*Fisher centre mount is required with all dollies
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JIB ARMS

The Fisher 23 jib arm is a robust, lightweight, sectional jib arm.  It can be configured 
in 3' (91cm) sections from 6' (183cm) to a length of 21' (6.4m).  The jib arm comes 
on a convenient utility cart with colour coded, pre-tensioned cables for quick, easy 
assembly.  The Fisher 23 can be built on the Hy-Hy, Fisher dolly with centre mount 
(except Fisher 11) or a Chapman dolly with a centre mount.  

Fisher 23 Quick Specs                

Ratio
Version 1 6' 1.8m 8'9" 2.7m 200lbs 91kg 186lbs 85kg 1.4:1
Version 2 9' 2.7m 11'2" 3.4m 200lbs 91kg 207lbs 94kg 2.9:1
Version 3 9' 2.7m 11'2" 3.4m 200lbs 91kg 237lbs 108kg 1.2:1
Version 4 12' 3.7m 13'6" 4.1m 200lbs 91kg 271lbs 123kg 1.9:1
Version 5 15' 4.6m 15'10" 4.8m 200lbs 91kg 297lbs 135kg 2.8:1
Version 6 18' 5.5m 18'3" 5.6m 187lbs 85kg 319lbs 145kg 3.4:1
Version 7 21' 6.4m 20'7" 6.3m 131lbs 59kg 340lbs 154kg 5.2:1

Arm Reach Max Height Max Payload Weight
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JIB ARMS

The Fisher Crossarm provides an additional pan axis which allows the operator much 
greater freedom of camera movement.  They can also be used as an adjustable, 
counterbalanced offset.  The main tube of the Crossarm can be shifted and rotated 
to accommodate a wide variety of camera mount configurations.  Counterbalancing 
weights are held in place by a keeper on the weight shaft.  Adding a third axis 

allows fully articulated movement of the camera in a straight line in any direction. It also allows for move-
ment of the camera around the subject.  When these movements are combined with dolly moves, the possi-
bilities are endless.

Fisher Crossarm Features

• Add a third axis to any of the JLF jib arms 
• The JLF Crossarm weighs approx 18lbs (8.1kg)
• The JLF Crossarm will support up to 90lbs (41kg)
• The centre yoke may be loosened to allow the main 
 tube to be rotated, extended or retracted
• The Mitchell mount can be levelled in four directions
• Centre yoke Mitchell mount has a pan brake
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JIB ARMS

The Porta-jib was designed to carry up to 100lbs (45kg) payload (camera and fluid 
head) at 36”.  Assembles in less than 5 minutes; no tools required.  All parts are 
machined aluminum and stainless steel.  Front inserts are available for all standard 
fluid heads: 100mm, 150mm, and Mitchell.  Base plate available for standard 
150mm and Mitchell tripods.  Includes Vector balance bar, 11lbs (5 kg)  fine tuning 
weight, and 95lbs (43kg) of counter weights.

Porta-jib Quick Specs

Reach Boom Pull Back Max. Load Weight Ratio
Standard 57” 72” 19” 100lbs 1:1.22
Porta Jib 145cm 183cm 48cm 45kg
w/17” 74” 100” 27” 60lbs 1:1.7
Extension 188cm 254cm 69cm 27kg
w/36” 92” 131” 35” 45lbs 1:2.22
Extension 234cm 332cm 89cm 20kg
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JIB ARMS

The Straight Shooter features a proprietary linear “slider”.  This provides 24” of 
camera positioning, requiring nothing more than a feather light touch.  With the use 
of the slider, the jib arm is adjustable from 53” to 77” in length.  The Straight 
Shooter is one piece  and is ready for camera right out of the case.  It weighs 100lbs 
and is capable of a 100lbs payload.  Standard barbell weights are supplied.

Straight Shooter Quick Specs

Maximum Lens Height 46.5" (from base) 118cm
Drop Down -50" -132cm
Maximum Reach 73" 186cm
Maximum Payload 100lbs 45kg
Traveling Weight 100lbs 45kg
Drawback 20!" 52cm
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JIB ARMS

The Z-Jib Arm or ZG 8-125 is used extensively for TV commercials, features and 
music videos. Its greatest attribute is the ability to eliminate the arc produced while 
booming with a conventional jib arm. The Z-Jib also allows tracking movements 
similar to that when mounted on a dolly but from a fixed base position. The combina-
tion of a three-axis head and the Z-Jib will allow movement in six different axes.

Z-Jib Quick Specs

Maximum height 12'6" 3.8m
Maximum length from fulcrum 8' 2.4m
Below grade man 2' 0.61m
Traveling weight (in cases) 420lbs 190kg
Maximum payload 125lbs 57kg
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ACCESSORIES & SUPPORT
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ACCESSORIES AND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

The Chapman and Fisher center mounts offer a solid platform for any of WFW wide 
arrange of jib arms.  These center mounts can be adapted to most dollies offered by 
their respective manufacturers. These provide a cost effective option to renting a 
second dolly.    
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ACCESSORIES AND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

The Telex system is a state-of-the-art, simple, reliable communication hub.  It comes 
equipped with five headsets and four wireless transmitter/receiver units.  This system 
can be linked with other BTR-700 or 800 series Telex systems to add as many wire-
less channels as required.  The wireless transmitter allows the user to have open talk, 
temporary transmit or muted mode.  The headsets have comfort fit ear cups and 

crystal clear sound reproduction.  Included in the kit are 20 rechargable batteries and a charging station.

The Clear Com system is a stand alone communication hub with four headsets and three wireless 
transmitter/receiver units.  Incredibly simple to use, the Clear Com offers reliable clear communications with 
comfort fit ear cups.    

The HME DX100 is a cost effective, light-weight, reliable, full duplex communication system.  Provided in the 
standard package is a small form factor base station, four light-weight transmit/receive units and head sets, 
charging station and four backup li-ion batteries.  
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ACCESSORIES AND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

 The Transvideo Format Converter can convert a NTSC or PAL image into three 
different formats, 4:3 (1.33), 16:9 (1.77) and anamorphic (2.4), without cropping. 
Additionally it can flip an image left to right and the frame can be adjusted up, 
down, left and right through simple arrowed buttons. 

The Transvideo Frameline Generator can display one, two or three framelines, a center cross and a marker.  
The controls are simple to use and the parameters can be customized to suit any preference.  Once setup is 
complete, the display can be saved to memory for future use.  This frameline generator is ideal for HD 
image outputs or film cameras with faded ground glass.
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ACCESSORIES AND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

The Hot Dog and Hy Hy dollies are excellent, secure bases for the wide range of jib 
arms offered at WFW: Aerocrane, Advanta-jib, Porta-jib, Straight Shooter, Tele-jib, 
Meerkat and CG10.  Either dolly can be adapted with either Euro or Mitchell 
mounts.  The Hot Dog Dolly is a smaller, lighter base with adjustable wheels for crab, 
two wheel steering or “free wheeling”.  The Hy Hy Dolly based on the Chapman 
Hybird has pivoting wheels to widen the base while providing crab and two wheeled 
steering.  

Hy-Hy Dolly Quick Specs

Width 70cm 27!"
Length 102cm 40"
Height to Mitchell 105cm 41!"
Weight 160kg 350lbs

Hot Dog Dolly Quick Specs

Width 31!" 80cm
Length 31!" 80cm
Height to Euro-mount  41!" 105cm
Weight 195lbs 88kg
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ACCESSORIES AND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

WFW has several different linear beds to choose from.  They range from 2-ʼ4ʼ and 
include the following manufacturers; Frisk 3ʼ or 4ʼ, Ronford-Baker 3ʼ, Walter Klassen 
3ʼ or 4ʼ, or the Williams 2ʼ.  WFWʼs wide selection of linear beds guarantees youʼll 
find the equipment that suits your needs.
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ACCESSORIES AND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

The Magnum Dolly is a versatile dolly, equipped with a hand crank-able center column 
that has a 40cm (16”) lift range.  The retracted column has a capacity of 300kg 
(660lbs) or 180kg (396lbs) when extended.  The wheels are adjustable to provide 
crab, any combination of two wheel steering, or circular positioning.  The Magnum 
dolly kit includes four risers; 4”, 6”, 12”, 18”, two seats w/adjustable swing arms, and 
swing away steering column.  The Magnum comes standard with a Euro mount but can 
be easily fitted with a Mitchell mount.

Magnum Dolly Quick Specs

Base Dimensions
     Length 25" 64cm
     Width 25" 64cm
     Height 32" 83cm
Weight w/Crank Column 186lbs 85kg
Max Payload w/column extended 396lbs 180kg
Max Payload w/column retracted 660lbs 300kg
Cranked Lift Range 16" 40cm
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ACCESSORIES AND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

The FI+Z HU 3 (Hand Unit 3) delivers impressive new features and functionality.  
High lights include a new splash proof housing with weather sealed switches, an 
integrated microwave antenna, and a bright LED display that shows camera type, 
lens, footage counter, shutter angle and hand unit set-up status.  Most impressive is 
the new ʻlens mappingʼ technology.  This allows the focus distance markings of a lens 

to be matched to a set of five pre-marked focus scale rings.  The on-board lens library can hold data for 
100+ lenses, freeing the assistant from remarking for each lens change.

The Radio Mirco Force is a favorite of camera assistants and operators.  With either an Analog V+F2 or 
Digital Micro Force the zoom can be used wirelessly, freeing a camera assistant to pull focus from 
anywhere on set.  When the Radio Micro Force module is powered, the FI+Z 2 or 3 wireless unit recognizes 
its presence and hands over the control of the zoom function.  It features a bright LED bargraph display of 
the zoom position, end limits that can be set by the touch of a button and additional LEDʼs  show radio 
channel, power indication, battery status and camera run/stop.
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ACCESSORIES AND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

The Wildcat is not just another "desert dolly", but a carefully engineered wide profile 
tire-based tracking/load carrying dolly that can tackle a multitude of roles on set. It is 
light enough to lift onto a roof rack, but tough enough to lug over a ton of load. Fitted 
with precision wheel hubs and optimum steering geometry, it can handle demanding 
tracking moves where tracks are not feasible. This dolly can be used in low mode or 

flipped over if more ground clearance is required. Standard Giraffe Crane track wheels can be fitted, trans-
forming this dolly into a light but stable platform for those critical tracking moves. The Wildcat is constructed 
using corrosion proof materials and finished in a tough epoxy powder coating, making this dolly a low main-
tenance, extremely durable and versatile piece of equipment. 

Wildcat Dolly Quick Specs

Length 67.2" 1.7m
Width 50.4" 1.3m
Height 40.8" 1.0m
Weight 132lbs 60kg
Platform Height (low mode) 8.5" 0.2m
Platform Height (low mode) 13" 0.33m
Load Capacity 2200lbs 1000kg
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